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Who We Are
Mitacs, an independent federally incorporated not‐for‐profit, supports Canadian innovation by coordinating col‐
laborative research projects with human capital development at their core. Since 1999, Mitacs has promoted
academic‐industrial research and development (R&D) while supporting the development of Canada’s future in‐
novators. Mitacs has successfully developed a proactive approach to supporting innovation in Canada, both di‐
rectly through support of R&D efforts and indirectly through long‐term development of skilled human capital.
In particular, Mitacs:





Helps companies identify innovation needs and match these with academic research expertise;
Fosters cutting edge research linked to commercial outcomes;
Builds research networks, both international and national, creating innovation leaders in Canada and
abroad; and
Provides professional and entrepreneurship skills training for graduate students to help them meet
emerging innovation needs.

Mitacs’ current suite of programs includes:





Mitacs‐Accelerate, graduate‐student led industrial R&D internships with professional skills development
as a platform for technology transfer and commercialization;
Mitacs‐Globalink, bringing top international students to Canada and sending Canada’s talented students
abroad to foster international innovation networks;
Mitacs‐Elevate, industrial R&D management training and industrial research experience for postdoctor‐
al fellows (postdocs) through classroom and on‐site learning;
Mitacs‐Converge, growing Canadian small to medium‐sized enterprises through R&D projects with mul‐
ti‐national companies and Canada’s post‐secondary institutions.

Acknowledgements
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Message from Dr. Alejandro Adem, CEO and Scientific Director of Mitacs
At Mitacs, innovation is what drives everything we do, from program design to fostering
excellence in research. It enables universities and industry to uncover the shared opportu‐
nities and advantages of a knowledge‐based economy and joins seemingly variegated in‐
terests under a mutual agenda. My recent appointment as CEO & Scientific Director at
Mitacs has shown me the myriad ways in which this is possible. Within the organization,
Canada and beyond, I am overwhelmed by what can be accomplished around the common
vision of innovation.
My initiation into Mitacs has been of interaction, meeting with our stakeholders in govern‐
ment, academia, and industry across the country. Communicating with such a wide range of
interests has given me greater insight into the impact of Mitacs initiatives, as well as understanding where we can
improve the innovation ecosystem. It has also affirmed my belief that Mitacs must continue to invest substantial
wherewithal to advance collaborations in all disciplines. For that reason, we have focused on increased outreach
to social sciences and humanities researchers through a joint initiative with the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada. Mitacs is also partnering with Genome Canada through their Genomic Applications
Partnership Program to mobilize discoveries that are expected to have considerable economic and social benefit
within the near future. And finally, Mitacs has just partnered with the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council in order to cross‐promote our programs, while also streamlining our processes to significantly enhance
networks and outcomes on both sides.
As our vehicles for research grow, so must our relationships with Canadian universities. Mitacs is now successfully
delivering embedded internship programs with several universities across the country. These programs empower
students with experiential learning opportunities that enable them to become conduits of knowledge between
the classroom and industry. Similarly, our rapidly multiplying relationships with partner countries allow the Glob‐
alink program to further support two‐way international student mobility, establishing Canada as a destination for
the world’s top researchers, while also advancing Canadian students as global stewards of excellence in research.
Mitacs also understands that sustaining support requires leadership in program evaluation and performance
measurement to generate important feedback. With this in mind, we conducted our first‐ever longitudinal study
of Accelerate industry partners to astounding results. Of the companies that participated, 66% commercialized
their project results, while 25% hired at least one of their interns into a newly created position. In addition 82%
have continued their collaboration with academia. These are positive signs for innovation in Canada: industry
wants to be plugged into university research, and it is also a reflection on the quality of work being produced in
our universities. When academia connects to the challenges of industry, it broadens the capacity and impact of
research across disciplines. When industry connects to the research advances in Canadian universities, companies
improve both their ability to compete in a global marketplace and their contribution to the economic and social
vitality of the country. Mitacs is proud to play a role in the creation of this mutually beneficial pipeline.
Finally, I extend my thanks to Mitacs’ senior management, staff, and Board of Directors: your generous contribu‐
tions to the pursuit of innovation continue to make all the difference.
Alejandro Adem
CEO and Scientific Director
www.mitacs.ca
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Introduction
Through unique research and training programs, Mitacs is providing the next generation of innovators with vital
scientific and business skills. In partnership with industry, government, and academia, Mitacs is supporting eco‐
nomic growth by leveraging Canada’s most valuable resource – its people. As part of Mitacs’ mission to promote
innovation as a driver for firm growth through human capital development and access to new and expanded mar‐
kets, Mitacs has developed programs aimed at addressing Canada’s innovation challenges.
Mitacs‐Accelerate is Mitacs’ flagship internship program and has a proven track record of facilitating research
collaborations between industry and academia by offering graduate students and postdoctoral fellows (postdocs)
innovative research internships with professional skills development. Mitacs strives to increase Canadian industry
participation in research as well as their interaction with Canadian universities, while continuing to provide aca‐
demically relevant applied research opportunities to our nation’s brightest research minds. Mitacs has delivered
more than 10,000 Accelerate internships since 2003, and the program continues to grow. Based on the results of
Mitacs’ recent longitudinal survey, almost 50% of former Accelerate interns are working in the private sector. In
addition, these results suggest that the Accelerate program is responsible for the creation of 200 new R&D jobs
annually.
Mitacs‐Globalink facilitates research internships at Canadian universities for international students from priority
countries and sends Canadian talent to conduct research abroad, creating a bilateral knowledge and talent ex‐
change. Since 2009, Globalink has brought more than 1,500 international students to Canada. In addition, the ex‐
pansion of Globalink has seen new initiatives bringing Globalink alumni back to Canada for graduate studies, while
also sending Canadian students abroad to undertake research collaboration with top international universities or
with international companies.
Mitacs‐Elevate is built on the successful Accelerate internship model. Elevate is Mitacs’ R&D management pro‐
gram targeting exceptional postdocs to lead and manage industrial research, development, and commercialization
projects. As well as completing a core industrial research project, fellows may manage several Accelerate interns
working on an industrial research project, supervise a Globalink intern, or a joint project between a Canadian firm
and MNE designed to support innovation supply‐chains. Since 2009, Mitacs has delivered almost 400 Elevate
fellowships across Canada, with Mitacs now being the exclusive deliverer of postdoc industrial R&D programs
Accelerate, Globalink, and Elevate were generously supported in the federal budgets of 2012, 2013, and 2014,
respectively with allocations of $35 million over five years for Accelerate, $20 million over three years for Glob‐
alink, and $8 million over two years for Elevate.

Objectives
The goal of this Annual Report is to outline how Mitacs has met its objectives for Accelerate, Globalink, and Ele‐
vate, as set out in Mitacs Corporate Plan, in accordance with the terms of funding as set out by Industry Canada.
Mitacs’ Accelerate objectives for 2014‐15 were to:
1. Provide host companies with access to cutting‐edge research and skills;
2. Provide graduate students and postdocs with applied research experience in a private sector setting; and
3. Provide academic researchers the opportunities to collaborate with companies.
www.mitacs.ca
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Mitacs’ Globalink objectives for 2014‐15 were to:
1. Brand Canada as a destination of choice for foreign students applying to post‐secondary institutions;
2. Build strong linkages with priority countries to support student mobility;
3. Attract promising students from around the world to pursue research opportunities and encourage and
support them to pursue graduate studies in Canada; and
4. Encourage and support Canadian students to take advantage of training and research abroad.
Mitacs’ Elevate objective for 2014‐15 was to:
1. Provide postdocs with the necessary training and experience to become R&D managers and innovation
leaders.

Results
Note: Mitacs is supported by numerous federal funders including Industry Canada, IRDI, NRC‐IRAP, and multiple regional development
agencies including Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA). In accordance with the relevant funding agreement, this report is limited
to the results of Industry Canada’s funding of Accelerate, Globalink, and Elevate for fiscal year 2014‐15. This report does not represent
Mitacs’ total activity or internship delivery, but where reasonable, Industry Canada‐specific funding results have been supplemented with
Mitacs’ overall results.

This fiscal year, Industry Canada funding for Accelerate supported:





1,355 internships (42% of total internships delivered; total delivered internships was 3,1981);
775 interns, of whom 66% were first‐time participants;
557 professor participants from 44 academic disciplines at 45 Canadian universities;
592 public and private‐sector partners, more than 50% of which were SMEs.
Reporting Numbers Table
Industry Canada

1355

IRDI

ACOA

1176

Other Federal
Funder Contract
Years
15

652

Total

3198

Table 1: Breakdown of internship delivery for 2014‐15.

Industry Canada’s 2014‐15 contribution of $9.7 million for Accelerate assisted in leveraging the overall Accelerate
program into an innovation program worth $35 million (including $10 million in‐kind support). This program in‐
cluded an industry cash contribution of $10 million and helped support a 30% increase in the total number of in‐
ternships delivered this year in comparison to last fiscal. There remains clear, unmet demand for the program: in
total for 2014‐15, Mitacs received nearly 4,000 internship applications for funding.
For Globalink, Industry Canada funding has:


1
2

Brought 7582 senior undergraduate and graduate students from across the world to Canada to undertake
research projects;

This number is based on the internship delivery breakdown demonstrated in Table 1.
Please note that this number is a forecast for 2015 and may change due to cancellations.
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Supported 63 international Globalink Research Internship alumni who returned to Canada for graduate
studies through Globalink Graduate Fellowships;
Sent 161 Canadian students to priority countries to participate in research and educational opportunities
abroad through Globalink Research Awards and Globalink Partnership Awards.

For Globalink in 2014‐15, Industry Canada’s investment of $7.6 million was leveraged into a $17 million program
with the remaining funds contributed by provincial, university, and international partners.
For Elevate, in its first year of federal funding, Industry Canada’s contribution resulted in the following:




98 Elevate fellowships and fellows from across Canada;
96 public‐sector partners from key priority areas;
95 professor participants from 25 Canadian universities.

For Elevate in 2014‐15, Industry Canada’s investment of $3 million was leveraged into a $9.4 million program in‐
cluding contributions from the provinces and from industry.
Accelerate
1. Increase collaboration and knowledge transfer between academia and industry in various sectors of the Ca‐
nadian economy.
Mitacs‐Accelerate’s infrastructure is based on proactive project development and its networks of businesses and
academics spanning the breadth of the country, which has resulted in a national, cross‐sector platform for indus‐
try‐facing training for Canada’s graduate students and postdocs. This past fiscal year, to support increased collab‐
oration and knowledge‐transfer, Industry Canada funding supported 592 partner organizations, 289 of which are
new to the Accelerate program (49%). The figure below shows the breakdown of new and returning program par‐
ticipants.
Interns
Industry
Supervisors

66%

34%

49%

51%

40%

60%
New

Returning

Figure 1: Percentage of new vs. returning Accelerate participants in 2014‐15.
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Host organizations greatly value the academic partnerships facilitated by Mitacs through the Accelerate program
with the derived benefits extending beyond the internship itself. Figure 2 details the nature and extent of indus‐
try/academic collaborations post‐Accelerate internship.
Continued collaboration with academic supervisor(s)
(formal or informal)

82%

Engaged in new collaboration(s) with the academic sector

47%

Engaged in new collaboration(s) with other private
organizations

19%

Engaged in new collaboration(s) with other not‐for‐profit
organizations

12%

Other

3%
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Figure 2: Academic collaborations resulting from Accelerate participation by Mitacs partner organizations

In addition, Mitacs partners with 61 Canadian research universities. Mitacs’ academic strategy builds on the ex‐
emplary research being done within Canada’s universities and research institutions by facilitating internships to
address industry research challenges. Through these partnerships, Mitacs gives Canada’s premiere research insti‐
tutes a voice in the design and development of Mitacs’ programs and initiatives to ensure that they address the
needs of the academic community. All Mitacs academic partners have the opportunity to attend Mitacs’ Annual
General Meeting held once a year as a forum for discussion to ensure that programs continue to support and align
with the objectives of these institutions.
Mitacs’ Business Development Team is an integral part of continued program success through its extensive en‐
gagement with businesses and universities across the country. Mitacs currently employs 32 Business Develop‐
ment personnel (BDs) across Canada in order to meet demand effectively across multiple regions.
Mitacs recently piloted a co‐funded BD Specialist model with select university partners. These positions are fund‐
ed 50/50 by Mitacs and the university partner and offer recent PhD graduates the opportunity to build profes‐
sional experience in industry outreach. Mitacs recruits and trains these Specialists, and supports their work
through its national network of experienced BDs. The specialists are integrated with university staff to build part‐
nerships, supported by Mitacs programs, as well as through other provincial and national initiatives. The pilot has
been very successful, and Mitacs is now offering this co‐funded model as an added benefit to all of Mitacs’ full
academic partners. Mitacs currently has co‐funded BDs at five universities across the country. This new model,
coupled with Mitacs’ business development structure, ensures a responsive approach to current and potential
partner organizations as well as academic partners.
Finally, effective January 2015, Accelerate is open to both for‐profit businesses and not‐for‐profit organizations
(NFPs), including industry associations, charitable organizations, and economic development organizations. Pro‐
jects involving an NFP partner will focus on economic or productive outcomes, opening up participation in Accel‐
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erate to a greater pool of partner organizations. Applications are currently being accepted for Accelerate from
NFPs across Canada.
“Connecting with academics and taking on a student makes more financial sense than going to an external research firm,”
stated Simon Ferrazzi, Consultant with Actavis Specialty Pharmaceuticals Co. But, the potential knowledge transfer that exists
within academia‐industry collaboration reaches far beyond any immediate financial consideration. Now on her second Accel‐
erate collaboration with the pharmaceutical company, McMaster PhD student Bernice Tsoi has truly demonstrated the value
of plugging academic knowledge into industry. Her background in health research methodology provided the initial basis for
her first Accelerate internship that focused on the economic evaluation of a new drug to treat uterine fibroids. The result of
her first Accelerate project is remarkable, as the drug she studied is now the first and only drug approved by Health Canada
for the treatment of uterine fibroids. Quebec became the first province to provide the drug to patients, and the pharmaceuti‐
cal company is in discussions with other provinces. Speaking on her experience, Bernice commented on its significance: “This
project was really valuable. It yielded enough interesting information that Actavis set up a second internship for me. It’s really
helped me see a practical side of research and has opened the door to so many opportunities.” In her second internship with
the company, Bernice continues to build on the discoveries of her previous project. The skills she developed on the economic
evaluation of new drugs is now being put to use to calculate the costs and benefits of a drug not yet introduced to the Cana‐
dian market for intermittent treatment of uterine fibroids.

2. Create job opportunities for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in various disciplines.
Results from Mitacs’ recent longitudinal survey of Accelerate industry partners indicate that 30% of companies
polled have hired one or several interns with 25% hiring interns into new positions, while 26% have hired other
new employees based on their Accelerate experience. In addition, survey results also show that 14% of past Ac‐
celerate interns have started their own business, using the skills and experience gained from their internship to
set themselves up for success. The below figure demonstrates the range of perceived opportunities for interns
post‐internship.

Seek employment with other companies

57%

Offer technical or other professional services as
a consultant
Seek employment with my Accelerate industry
partner
Collaborate with industrial partners as a
continued student or fellow
Collaborate with industrial partners as a
professor

44%
42%
35%
20%

Start my own company

20%

Seek to commercialize my own research

20%

I do not have plans to pursue further industrial
research

5%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Figure 3: Accelerate interns’ plans for pursuing further industrial research post‐internship
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Mitacs works across all academic disciplines to develop internship opportunities for graduate students and post‐
docs to ensure their access to Mitacs programs. In particular, Mitacs has focused on increased outreach to social
sciences and humanities (SS&H) researchers through a joint initiative with the Social Sciences and Humanities Re‐
search Council (SSHRC). As part of this initiative, Mitacs has consulted with Canadian SS&H researchers to ensure
that its suite of programs meets their needs while also providing Mitacs industry collaborators with access to a
talented pool of SS&H students able to address a multitude of complex issues and research challenges. This initia‐
tive is designed to ensure seamless flow of Accelerate internships for SS&H interns working on research projects
with recipients of SSHRC grants. As a result, these students have increased opportunities to enhance the contribu‐
tion of their research while applying their expertise to unique industry challenges. This fiscal year, 24 projects
were delivered as a result of the Mitacs/SSHRC partnership, including several internships collaborating with the
IMMERSe network, which conducts research projects to enhance video game use in learning and training. Further,
9% of Industry Canada‐funded internships took place in the SS&H disciplines this past fiscal year.
In addition, Mitacs is also partnering with Genome Canada through Genome Canada’s Genomic Applications Part‐
nership Program (GAPP), which partners academic researchers with “users” of genomics (e.g. industry, provincial
governments, non‐profits, or other organizations) to translate innovations that are expected to have considerable
economic and social impacts in the near future. This partnership will enable funding and training for graduate stu‐
dents and postdocs as they are placed within industry through GAPP projects. It will prepare Canada’s next gener‐
ation of innovators through hands‐on experience. Interns transfer their skills from theory to real‐world applica‐
tion, while the companies gain a competitive advantage by accessing high‐quality research expertise. Mitacs is
currently working with regional offices to identify opportunities, and has submitted its first joint project this past
fiscal year.
Finally, Mitacs has just signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC) to collaborate on the delivery of complementary research programs. Mitacs and NSERC
have worked together for many years; however this formal agreement and relationship creates a national plat‐
form for shared users of Mitacs and NSERC programs and provides university researchers and their industry part‐
ners with greater flexibility in accessing programs offered by both organizations. Accelerate, Globalink, and Ele‐
vate are included in this agreement.
Helge Seetzen, founder of Montreal‐based startup incubator TandemLaunch, got his start through a Mitacs‐Accelerate in‐
ternship while he was a PhD student at UBC’s Structured Surface Physics lab. In 2002, Helge and a team at the lab developed
a new way to control the brightness of visual screens and sold it to audio and cinema giant Dolby Laboratories. In 2010, he
formed TandemLaunch, a company that takes young scientists and entrepreneurs in universities and provides them with seed
money and coaching to transform their ideas into profitable businesses. Over the years, TandemLaunch has recruited dozens
of Accelerate interns and postdocs from Concordia, École Polytechnique, and McGill, in fields ranging from engineering to life
sciences to the arts. “Mitacs has been phenomenal,” says Matt Smith, Partner and Chief Operating Officer at TandemLaunch.
“Its programs help us develop better long‐term relationships with graduates and their professors, which gives us access to
more ideas and talent that we can develop in the future. The streamlined and easy‐to‐use grant process is also a breath of
fresh air…The success of this relationship speaks for itself…And when we develop something into a product, or new company,
that creates value for the researchers, for us, and for innovation across Canada as a whole.” Helge’s seed of an idea has re‐
sulted in an organization that provides resources and assistance to the next generation of innovators, creating career oppor‐
tunities and providing them with the necessary tools for success.

www.mitacs.ca
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3. Improve employability of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in their field.
Accelerate fundamentally changes how graduate students are trained in Canada, not by replacing current ap‐
proaches, but by supplementing them with training and development opportunities that lead to the deployment
of a highly trained and educated workforce at levels equivalent with the world’s leading economies. Accelerate
also provides graduate students and postdocs with the opportunity to explore industrial research projects in the
private or public sector, offering an alternative to the traditional academic route. According to recent exit survey
results, 88% of interns report an increased interest in pursuing a career in R&D as a result of their internship,
while 91% report an increased interest in pursuing a career in the private sector.
The Accelerate program builds upon interns’ excellent university training with relevant professional skills devel‐
opment through the Mitacs‐Step program, which provides professional skills training to graduate students, sup‐
plementing their education and research experience with the tools necessary to succeed in today’s workforce.
Workshops are facilitated by leading industry and business professionals and cover such topics as effective project
management, essentials of productive teams, and communication. In 2014‐15, Mitacs offered 191 Step workshops
to almost 4,000 attendees across nine provinces. Mitacs has been able to streamline the offering of Step work‐
shops through online courses, which allows regional students a wider range of workshop offerings. This past fiscal,
Mitacs offered 10 online workshops, ensuring access to over 250 attendees. The combination of these profession‐
al development workshops alongside the practical experience gained through the internship leads to a robust and
developed skillset for interns. Figure 4 below shows interns’ perceived development in the following areas.
Knowledge of the discipline

96%

Ability to conduct research to address private…

95%

Critical and creative thinking

94%

Expertise and/or know‐how relevant to the private…

94%

Competence in research development and design

92%

Communication skills

91%

Analytical techniques and experimental methods

90%

Technical skills

90%

Project management skills

88%

Networking skills

85%

Report writing and publications

84%

Entrepreneurial thinking and drive

81%
70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

Figure 4: Interns’ perceived skills development in a range of areas as a result of their internship
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At the University of Manitoba, intern Julius Adebayo Awe managed to produce exceptional results throughout the course of
his Accelerate project. Along with CancerCare Manitoba, Julius developed an innovative way to determine the progression of
prostate cancer in intermediate risk prostate cancer patients through a simple blood test. Julius, who is completing his PhD in
Physiology at the University of Manitoba, has been researching under Dr. Sabine Mai to apply and validate the new screening
technique. All tumors shed cells which are then circulated in the blood stream; the technology Julius applies isolates these
circulating tumor cells using a filter device. The cells can then be analyzed to determine the nature of the cancer using 3D
nuclear imaging. “We need just 3ml of blood from a patient and from that, we can isolate enough tumor cells to determine the
progression of the prostate cancer,” explained Julius. “It provides a much more accurate diagnosis than a biopsy and it can
give a better representation of how far the illness has progressed or how stable it is.” During his internship, Julius also worked
on creating an image library of cancer cells in partnership with lens and microscope manufacturer Carl Zeiss Canada Ltd. Us‐
ing state‐of‐the‐art imaging technology, he developed the first high resolution database of cancer cell images in North Ameri‐
ca. Dr. Sabine Mai says the new screening technology has been patented, and will help enhance a clinician’s ability to decide
on personalized treatment management. “The internship determined that the new technique is more accurate than current
screening methods involving a biopsy, and we will seek approval for use in clinical settings in Canada and the United States
after a further patient study.” Dr. Spencer Gibson, Director and Professor, Manitoba Institute of Cell Biology, which was joint‐
ly founded by CancerCare Manitoba and the University of Manitoba, said the research made a significant contribution to un‐
derstanding prostate cancer cells. “Our collaboration with Mitacs and Carl Zeiss provided Dr. Awe with the opportunity to pur‐
sue new avenues of research while gaining valuable insight into the business world and the cutting‐edge cancer research we
do in Manitoba."

4. Increase retention of domestic and international graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in Canada after
completing their studies.
Mitacs monitors the intermediate and long‐term retention outcomes of Accelerate through implementation of
regular longitudinal studies of past program participants. Mitacs also conducts exit surveys of interns upon com‐
pletion of their internship. According to recent exit survey results, 95% of interns report that they are more likely
to stay in Canada post‐graduation as a result of their internship. In addition, according to a recent longitudinal
survey of interns, 67% of national and 81% of international interns report that their internship increased the like‐
lihood that they would stay in Canada for employment. In addition, results from longitudinal surveys of former
Accelerate interns show that two‐thirds of international students stay in Canada upon completion of their degree.
Based on this statistic and the figure below demonstrating the breakdown of intern nationality, Mitacs is retaining
approximately 335 Industry‐Canada international interns on a yearly basis through the Accelerate program.

Figure 5: Industry Canada funded Accelerate interns by nationality

In collaboration with university partners, Mitacs piloted a model for the integration of Accelerate internships into
Masters’ programs, both professional and research, to ensure that retention rates for graduate students remain
www.mitacs.ca
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high. This strategy supports university engagement with industry and the close linkages between research and
training and industry needs and opportunities for students. It also supports the development of innovative new
applied graduate programs across disciplines. Mitacs currently has 10 MOUs signed with university departments
across the country to embed internships into their programs. University departments include: Centre for Opera‐
tions Excellence (COE) at the Sauder School of Business at the University of British Columbia, the Institute for Data
Science at Carleton University, and the Problem‐driven Research program at the University of Calgary. In 2014‐15,
the second year of this initiative, Mitacs delivered 65 internships through this integrated model.
In addition during 2014‐15, Mitacs piloted a streamlined review process for embedded internships with two mas‐
ters programs: the Master of Science in Applied Computing (MScAC) program at the University of Toronto, and
the Master of Management in Operations Research (MMOR) program at the University of British Columbia. This
review has demonstrated positive results in ensuring that research standards were met leading to a continuation
of this efficient arrangement, which will allow a timely and streamlined process for potential Accelerate interns to
participate through their degree programs.
Memorial University of Newfoundland’s Migara Liyanage, an international student, put his robotics expertise to work devel‐
oping a 3D‐laser scanning system for construction projects with ND Dobbin, an architecture and construction firm. Laser
scanning systems of this type typically cost upwards of $150,000 but Migara’s solution could save the firm countless hours
and thousands of dollars preventing errors that can come up as a result of conventional site surveying methods. “Our compa‐
ny is always looking for new ways to take advantage of the latest innovations in civil and structural engineering. Partnering
with Migara through Mitacs‐Accelerate provided tremendous value by helping us to find and develop the right technology for
our needs so that we are confident in the progress and integrity of our projects,” said Brad Dobbin, Vice President of ND Dob‐
bin Group of Companies. Through a connection made by Migara’s PhD supervisor Dr. Nicholas Krouglicof, ND Dobbin part‐
nered with Mitacs on a grant to hire Migara from the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science in order to develop a laser
scanning system that would suit their specific needs. Under Dr. Krouglicof’s supervision, Migara developed an integrated 3D‐
laser scanning system that takes millions of scanned data points from construction mega‐projects and turns them into com‐
prehensive digital models of the buildings to provide crucial spatial information about the build as its happening. Architects
and engineers can then be sure that the build is taking place according to plan and can discover mistakes before they’re
made. These models can also be used to develop virtual tour software or 3D‐printed models to present to current or poten‐
tial clients for marketing and sales. Migara is now looking forward to a post‐doctoral fellowship with the company where he
will implement his 3D scanning system at active sites for ND Dobbin. This experience will benefit him in the coming years
when he is working as a professional engineer. “My Mitacs Accelerate internship gave me a valuable opportunity to directly
use my academic knowledge to benefit industry and solve the problems they’re facing,” said Migara. In addition, Migara’s Ac‐
celerate experience provided him with the skills and experience necessary to build a successful career in Canada.
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5. Increase investment of participating companies in research, development, and innovation.
Accelerate directly encourages, fosters, and increases private sector investment in innovation and R&D. Industry
contributions to Accelerate represent the highest industry investment in programs of this kind. For fiscal year
2014‐15, industry participation and investment in Accelerate resulted in a direct contribution of more than $20
million. In addition, based on a recent longitudinal study of past Accelerate industry partners, many reported an
increase in R&D investment as a direct result of their Accelerate research project. The figure below demonstrates
that 40% of industry partners increased their R&D investments by $100,000 or more.
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Less than $10,000
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Figure 6: Value of new R&D investments by Mitacs industry partners as a result of Accelerate experience

Host organization participation in Accelerate can result in various outcomes that contribute to increased R&D and
innovation investments. The below figure demonstrates these possible outcomes including the launch of new
R&D projects, an increase in overall R&D activities and investments, and the creation of new R&D positions.
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Figure 7: R&D‐related changes resulting from Accelerate participation
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Based on increased industry demand, Mitacs continues to grow and expand its account management strategy,
which serves to address the challenges of large‐scale industrial research projects. Increasingly, Mitacs and select
firms are signing MOUs that detail continuing R&D and training strategies through Mitacs programs. Mitacs ac‐
count managers work closely with these partners to develop proactive research initiatives that leverage the entire
Mitacs academic network. In addition, these long‐term agreements represent an opportune method for leverag‐
ing Accelerate clusters. As clusters are designed for longer‐term, multidisciplinary research projects involving mul‐
tiple interns, universities, and industry partners, they are advantageous for projects with a larger scope, resulting
in a more efficient review process. For fiscal year 2014‐15, Mitacs delivered 464 Industry Canada‐supported in‐
ternships through the cluster model. Mitacs continues to refine this strategy as it collaborates with new organiza‐
tions.
Mitacs currently has 37 signed MOUs with more in various stages of development. These MOUs are with organiza‐
tions across Canada and across sectors, including manufacturing, clean energy, and aerospace. These MOUs
streamline the administrative process of internship delivery and ensure that Mitacs is meeting and addressing the
needs of partners. In turn, partners are able to incorporate collaborative research internships into their long‐term
R&D, innovation, and talent development strategies. These MOUs represent close to 600 internships in 2014‐15
directly linked to Mitacs‐assisted industrial research strategy, resulting in close to $9 million of industry invest‐
ment in Canadian R&D.
3M is a multi‐national technology‐based company with Canadian headquarters in London, Ontario. Through its involvement
with the Accelerate program, 3M has developed a lasting partnership with the University of Western Ontario, while also in‐
corporating Accelerate internships into various R&D projects. Through one of its internships, 3M was able to access the coat‐
ings chemistry developed at Western for use in industrial applications. In addition, 3M’s Accelerate internships have led to
jobs for interns, plus access to Western’s electro‐mechanical workshop for the design and construction of commercially‐
viable products. As stated by Frank Brandys, Laboratory Manager at 3M Canada: “The Mitacs‐Accelerate program was a com‐
plete success. Its flexibility allowed our company to design a project that fit our specific needs and simultaneously enhanced
the student’s professional experience and future prospects. Its effect on all parties involved in significant.”

Globalink
Mitacs‐Globalink recruits exceptional international students to Canadian universities; expands the highly‐skilled
labour pool; extends Canadian business and research networks; and promotes Canada’s brand of excellence in
research, education, and innovation. Further, Globalink connects Canada to international research networks, at‐
tracting, training, and retaining highly qualified personnel with the research expertise and professional skills to
create and grow companies while providing Canadian students invaluable international research experience by:



Recruiting the world’s best undergraduate students to Canadian universities for research internships and
offering competitive fellowships for returning students for graduate studies; and
Sending Canadian graduate students abroad to gain international research experience and build global re‐
search networks.

1. Increase the number of foreign students undertaking research projects in Canada and applying to pursue
graduate or postdoctoral studies in Canada.
Mitacs’ Globalink program suite offers programming and initiatives aimed at increasing and retaining the number
of international students coming to Canada. Mitacs’ current inbound strategy includes:
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a. Mitacs Globalink Research Internships (GRI)
Exceptional undergraduate students are matched with top Canadian university researchers for a three‐month
summer research internship alongside the opportunity to network with local industry. International students in‐
volved in the GRI program come to Canada and learn about the educational, research, and work opportunities in
the country, while also contributing to building international awareness of these opportunities in Canada.
Mitacs is able to report that for 2015 thus far, 749 Industry Canada‐funded GRIs are taking place across Canada
with top students from Brazil, China, France, India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Vietnam. This delivery for
summer 2015 represents a fraction of the program’s demand: Mitacs received over 4,000 applications from inter‐
national students and almost 2,000 applications from professors across Canada. With continued expansion of the
program and ongoing discussions with additional potential international partners, Mitacs anticipates continued
demand and growth of the GRI program.
In addition, Mitacs has received positive feedback from past GRI interns through a recent longitudinal survey. The
survey reported that 91% of past interns who returned to Canada for graduate studies indicated that their partici‐
pation in the GRI program significantly contributed to their decision. Further, 88% of past interns who are still in
the process of completing their undergraduate degree indicated their participation in the GRI program has signifi‐
cantly increased the likelihood that they will consider Canada as a destination for future studies. Finally, the below
figure shows the responses of past GRI participants in regards to their plans for participating in a research intern‐
ship had the GRI program not been available, demonstrating the influence that Globalink Research Internships
have on participants.
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Figure 8: GRI Participants’ plans had the GRI program not been available

Canadian host professors at Mitacs’ partner universities also contribute significantly to the interns’ experiences
and overall impressions of Canada as a leading destination for research and innovation. While Mitacs has a strong
pool of professors who continue to participate in the program year after year, Mitacs also makes a concentrated
effort to expand this pool to professors new to the program. For 2015, over 60% of professors participating in GRI
were first‐time participants.
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The success and popularity of Globalink Research Internships can be seen through the hundreds of websites,
blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter accounts that have been created by GRI alumni to discuss Canadian education
and research opportunities with their peers. As the success of the GRI program reaches international audiences,
Mitacs is able to leverage this through increased partnership opportunities with foreign agencies to facilitate the
expansion of Globalink. Overall, the exceptional quality of research taking place in Canada contributes significantly
to the building of strategic and foundational research collaborations between Canadian universities and key inter‐
national partners.
All in all, these results demonstrate that the Globalink Research Internship program is increasing Canada’s profile
within the international education landscape with current and former GRI interns taking on the role of ambassa‐
dor for Canada’s education and career opportunities, as seen in the figure below, which shows responses from
former GRI interns in response to whether or not they had convinced other students or friends from their home
country to come to Canada for an internship, graduate studies, or employment.
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Figure 9: Percentage of GRI participants who have convinced friends and fellow students to patriciate in GRI
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b. Mitacs Globalink Graduate Fellowships (GGF)
Globalink Graduate Fellowships act as a recruitment tool for Globalink Research interns who return to Canada for
graduate studies at one of Mitacs’ partner universities via financial support matched with university support. Dur‐
ing the reporting period in question, Mitacs awarded 63 fellowships to returning students from Brazil, China, In‐
dia, Mexico, and Vietnam.
Mitacs anticipates the number of fellowships to increase as past Globalink Research interns complete their under‐
graduate degrees and begin applying for graduate studies. This is reinforced by the fact that 98% of this past fiscal
year’s GRI interns reported an increased likelihood that they will pursue graduate students in Canada based on
their internship experiences. As shown in figure 10 below, results of a recent longitudinal survey of past GRI par‐
ticipants indicate that 68% of those still completing their undergraduate degrees are strongly considering Canada
as a destination for future graduate studies compared to only 52% of other international undergraduate students
surveyed.
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Figure 10: GRI participants vs. International undergraduate students on whether or not they’re considering Canada as a destination for
graduate studies

c. Mitacs Globalink Research Award (Inbound) (GRA‐Inbound)
To increase two‐way mobility of talented young researchers between Canada and Mitacs partner countries,
Mitacs has expanded its Globalink Research Award for both graduate students in Mitacs partner countries (in‐
bound) and to Canadian students at a Mitacs full or associate partner university (outbound) to undertake a re‐
search project abroad. The Inbound initiative provides greater opportunities for top students from partner coun‐
tries to come to Canada to gain graduate research experience, branding Canada as a top destination for interna‐
tional talent to live and work.
Inbound Globalink Research Awards are facilitated in partnership with Mitacs’ international partners, and this fis‐
cal year, nine graduate students from Brazil, China, and France came to Canada to undertake Globalink Research
Awards. The number of participants in this initiative will increase as Mitacs works with partner countries on this
pilot, ensuring that it meets the international education priorities for both international partners and Mitacs. The
demand for this initiative is high, as Mitacs received 101 applications for GRA‐Inbound. In addition, as Mitacs
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moves out of the pilot phase for the GRA initiative, an agreement has been signed with France, while one with
China is in final stages of approval. Mitacs is working with other current and potential partner countries to put in
place formal agreements.
Pragya Chawla came to Canada to undertake a summer research project in the field of astrophysics under the guidance of Dr.
Locke Spencer at the University of Lethbridge through a Mitacs Globalink Research Internship. With Dr. Locke, she focused on
one of the many puzzle pieces needed to form a detailed picture of the origins of our Universe as seen through the European
Space Agency Planck telescope. Pragya also had the opportunity to experience the culture and wilderness of Alberta and
Canada through organized social events, as put by Pragya: “Living in a new country gave me the chance to step out of my
comfort zone and explore my independence. I love to travel and explore new places so our road trips to Waterton Lakes Na‐
tional Park, Banff National Park, and even Vancouver were probably the best moments during my stay in Canada. Additional‐
ly, the kindness and warmth of people I met during my travels and research in Lethbridge are things I am never going to for‐
get.” Her work with Dr. Locke also allowed her to gain a further understanding regarding the methods and tools used in as‐
trophysics, while also having the opportunity to learn from the other researchers in the lab working on various related astro‐
physics projects. Pragya learned a lot from her Globalink experience and is thinking about returning to Canada for her gradu‐
ate studies: “Apart from cutting‐edge research facilities and work environment, the thing that really attracts me to Canada is
the importance that is given to innovation in this country. I am definitely considering the option of returning to Canada to pur‐
sue a Masters in Astrophysics, and later a PhD to further my knowledge and contribute to this amazing field of research.”
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2. Increase the number of Canadian students participating in research and educational opportunities abroad.
Globalink outbound initiatives provide Canadian graduate students with the opportunity to go abroad to gain in‐
ternational experience and to build global connections through academic and industrial research. Outbound stu‐
dents have the opportunity to undertake research through an international internship with an accredited universi‐
ty or an industry partner in one of Mitacs’ partner countries. This sharing of Canadian talent abroad demonstrates
the research excellence being conducted in Canadian universities, while providing Canada’s top talent the oppor‐
tunity to gain international research linkages and experience.
This fiscal year, Mitacs matched 161 Canadian students from Alberta, BC, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Que‐
bec, and Saskatchewan with top academic researchers and international companies in Brazil, China, France, India,
Mexico, Turkey, and Vietnam. Demand for this initiative outstripped available placements by 50% with Mitacs re‐
ceiving a total of 313 applications for this fiscal year. Mitacs is working with current partner countries India, China,
Brazil, Mexico, Vietnam, France, and Saudi Arabia to expand this initiative. In addition, Mitacs is also in prelimi‐
nary discussions with Tunisia, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Israel, Algeria, Belgium, Switzerland, and the Europe‐
an Commission.
Almost half the world’s population cooks with highly polluting, traditional biomass stoves that burn wood or crop residue.
The resulting household air pollution is one of the world’s leading causes of death and contributes significantly to climate
change. As an undergraduate student majoring in pharmacology and minoring in environment studies at McGill University,
Rosalind Chen has always been interested in studying solutions to global problems. The Mitacs‐Globalink Research Award
allowed her to travel to rural Sichuan province in China this summer under the guidance of Dr. Jill Baumgartner (McGill Uni‐
versity) and Dr. Xudong Yang (Tsinghua University, China) to investigate the benefits of an energy intervention program. Her
international collaboration seeks to measure the air quality, climate, and health benefits of an existing stove intervention
program on the Tibetan plateau that replaces traditional biomass cook‐stoves with low‐polluting alternatives designed by
Tsinghua University. Throughout the course of her internship, she researched the performance and usage of two stove proto‐
types installed within a local community and looked at what modifications need to be made to the cook‐stoves prior to a
community‐wide installation next year. Of her experience, Rosalinda said, “This international experience has been truly amaz‐
ing. Daily interaction with researchers here in China [gave] me a new perspective on household air pollution, from its health
implications to its impact on climate…Living and working on site has taught me a lot about doing research in the field. A varie‐
ty of technical, political, and social factors must be considered to ensure research quality, from the constant maintenance of
equipment to establishing positive relationships with the local community and the rest of the team. I have learned so much
from the first month of my internship! The insight into international research and fieldwork has been invaluable and I would
highly recommend the program to all young researchers.”

Elevate3
1. Improve employability of postdocs in their field.
Mitacs‐Elevate is a two‐year training program for postdocs, in which participants lead and undertake an industrial‐
ly relevant research project. During this time, postdocs receive experiential training in R&D directly through their
industry‐academic research collaboration, and leadership training and business acumen through the program’s
training curriculum. With a suite of skills development workshops and activities unique to Elevate, fellows learn
about communication, leadership and management, and other critical business skills relevant to research man‐
3

Please note that due to the timing of the Industry Canada Elevate grant, the current 2014‐15 cohort is in the process of
completing their fellowship, and thus survey results and success stories come from past participants of the program.
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agement careers in academia and industry. These training opportunities complement fellows’ specialized exper‐
tise and ensure that on completion of their fellowship, they are ready to lead large‐scale research projects
throughout their careers. This past fiscal year, Mitacs delivered 98 Industry‐Canada funded Elevate fellowships
with 98 fellows.
Elevate is the only postdoc fellowship in Canada with an R&D management training plan for PhD graduates.
Throughout the two‐year fellowship, fellows spend approximately one to two days per month exploring a variety
of leadership, business, and R&D management topics that are relevant to Canada’s current professional climate,
with instruction from industry leaders. Training activity topics include project management in the research envi‐
ronment, technology and innovation management, and communication management, among others. The table
below lists Elevate workshops offered to the 2014‐15 Elevate cohort.
Workshop Type
Career Professionalism
Effectively Managing Human Resources in R&D Management
Foundations of Project Management I
Foundations of Project Management II
Networking
Online ‐ Time Management
Online Writing Strategic Business Reports
Practice Your Presentation Skills I
Skills of Communication
Flipped Classroom Networking

Number of Ele‐
vate Fellows
37
13
46
45
69
9
3
60
81
11

Table 2: List of Workshops taken by 2014‐15 Elevate Cohort

The Elevate experience in addition with the professional skills development gained through the fellowship gives
fellows the opportunity to develop a comprehensive business‐ready skillset for use in their future career. As seen
in the figure below, the majority of Elevate fellows reported the development of a business‐ready skillset over the
course of their fellowship.
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Figure 11: Elevate fellows’ reported development of a competitive skillset
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As demand for faster data transmission rates places pressure on existing computer hardware, companies like Snowbush‐
Semtech IP are keen to ensure that every dollar spent on developing new products will have a return on investment. After
investing in a two‐year postdoctoral fellowship with Dr. Haleh Vahedi through Mitacs‐Elevate, the company saw such tre‐
mendous value in her work that they decided to hire her full‐time. During her Elevate fellowship, Haleh was supervised by Dr.
Tony Chan Carusone of the University of Toronto’s Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering to design an electrical
circuit for data transmission. The circuit she designed could easily be added to existing Snowbush hardware, improving signal
integrity without adding complexity to the system. During her fellowship, Haleh took part in a series of Mitacs‐Step work‐
shops that included essentials for business communication, networking, and project management. These workshops allowed
Haleh to hone her interpersonal skills in the workplace and to better plan and predict the resources and time required to effi‐
ciently complete projects. For Saman Sadr, Director of Analog Design and IP Development for Snowbush‐Semtech, Elevate
was a very attractive program to collaborate with due to the industry‐focused research it provided. Haleh spent the majority
of her fellowship at the company offices, becoming familiar with the daily practices and procedures of the company. It soon
became clear that Haleh was a valuable member of the team. As stated by Mr. Sadr: “The skill set Haleh developed was so
strong, so marketable for industry, that she was a great candidate to hire. So we employed her first on a contractual‐basis,
and now she has joined the company full time.” Haleh now works as an analog designer for the company, developing new
ways to improve high speed signals at the cutting‐edge of data transmission hardware. “I want to thank Mitacs for this great
opportunity. I learned so much and am so grateful for the experiences I had.”

2. Increase retention of PhD holders in Canada to create a highly effective talent pool ready to lead innovation.
Mitacs’ Elevate program increases the province’s retention of advanced degree holders through facilitating career
opportunities for postdocs through the connections and experiences gained through their fellowships. Elevate
fellows undertake a rigorous management training program, and in addition, Elevate fellows have the opportunity
to participate in the “Great Idea Pitch”, a Dragons’ Den‐like event where fellows are given the opportunity to pitch
their research to industry experts. The objective is to give the fellows practice in communicating the industry ap‐
plicability of their research to companies in their sector and demonstrating its value to the organizations’ bottom
lines. This experience not only gives fellows the opportunity to showcase their research to industry, but also
demonstrates to them the possibilities for career options within Canada outside of the traditional academic route.
The figure below shows Elevate fellows’ future plans upon completion of their fellowship.
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Figure 12: Elevate fellows’ future plans upon completion of their fellowship
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Retention outcomes through the Elevate program are promising: 76% of Elevate fellows polled plan on staying in
Canada upon completion of their fellowship, which indicates a significant retention rate as more than a third of
Industry Canada‐funded Elevate fellowships for 2014‐15 were undertaken by international students as seen in
table 3.
Elevate Fellows by Citizenship:
Canadian Citizen

38

Foreign

35

Permanent Resident

25
Total

98

Table 3: Elevate fellows by citizenship

As Canada’s population ages, more people are placing a greater emphasis on keeping their minds and brains healthy. But de‐
tailed assessments of cognitive health are typically very lengthy, and waitlists to see specialists are long, forcing patients to
wait as cases pile up. However, thanks to the research of Mitacs‐Elevate postdoc Shawnda Lanting, doctors may soon be able
to radically reduce this backlog. After completing her PhD at the University of Saskatchewan and returning to her home prov‐
ince of BC for a residency, Shawnda had a growing concern about how testing for mental illness and cognitive impairment
was being done. Currently, people have to go through lengthy tests of their concentration, learning, memory, reasoning, lan‐
guage, and other skills. Through Elevate, Shawnda began a two‐year fellowship with Copeman Healthcare Centre, researching
how much this process could be streamlined while maintaining its reliability. “Previous researchers have designed assessment
tools that are brief, streamlined, and easy to administer…I studied these newer tools in comparison to the standard methods,
and found that the assessment time could be reduced from two days per person to 30 minutes or less. Moreover, the results
from the streamlined assessments are just as good as those from longer tests. This newer, faster way of testing can be used
for people with psychological or cognitive health problems, as well as with patients who are just coming in for a general well‐
ness check‐up. Since the testing is so much shorter, it’s easier for doctors to administer, less stressful on patients, and will
mean faster access to care,” stated Shawnda. Copeman’s Director of Brain Health and Psychological Health, Elisabeth Sher‐
man, says Shawnda’s research will have far‐reaching implications. “Family doctors are traditionally the first ones to see pa‐
tients with mental health and neurological problems, but they have the least access to testing tools. That’s why we see back‐
logs when patients are referred to specialists for assessment. But with these new, shorter tests that are easier to administer,
family doctors will have access to a quick snapshot of what a patient’s mental or cognitive health is like, allowing them to pro‐
vide support and get into prevention a lot earlier.” After completing her fellowship, Shawnda was hired by Copeman
Healthcare Centre, allowing her to continue her research as she helps patients.

3. Increase the opportunities for businesses to identify and engage with postdocs and benefit from the wealth
of ideas and solutions these highly qualified personnel bring.
Elevate helps Canadian companies grow by targeting exceptional postdocs with the research and professional
skills and experience to lead and manage industrial research, development, and commercialization projects. This
past fiscal year, Mitacs partnered with 96 companies across Canada to facilitate Elevate fellowships.
Elevate is an attractive option for organizations seeking a recognized program to help them develop their research
and development management capacity in‐house with a minimal impact on their R&D budgets. By connecting
companies with a talented postdoc, the two‐year fellowship encourages knowledge transfer of the fellow’s practi‐
cal and professional skills to the organization. Concurrently, companies benefit from fellows’ creativity and fresh
approach to current research challenges, while also providing them with low‐risk, longer‐term access to universi‐
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ty‐based expertise while evaluating a potential employee. To that end, 90% of host organizations polled have
plans to hire their fellow and/or increase their current research personnel.
In addition, 80% of host organizations indicated that the Elevate collaboration benefitted their organization with
80% planning on using the research advances, techniques, or tools developed as a result of the fellowship. Fur‐
ther, 80% of host organizations stated that their Elevate experiences have increased the likelihood of their organi‐
zation increasing its R&D efforts, demonstrating the long‐term influence of the program.
Through a Mitacs‐Elevate collaboration, Lura Consulting was able to tap into the expertise and knowledge of Elevate fellow,
Dr. Reuben DeBoer, from the University of Waterloo to find cost‐saving trends and new revenue generation through imple‐
menting sustainable community plans in small Ontario municipalities. With this information Lura Consulting has a better idea
of what will most benefit future clients, while also having a clear understanding of what further developments could be cre‐
ated. For Reuben, he was able to develop his skillset and create strong industry connections for successful career planning.
The data generated through this partnership was shared at the 2015 Federation of Canadian Municipalities Conference with
credit given to Lura Consulting as a research partner, effectively expanding their profile for future research collaborations.
Luca Consulting has created a new, full‐time position for Reuben ensuring that his valuable skills and knowledge will continue
to benefit his host organization and Canada as a whole.

4. Connect researchers from academia to industry to develop innovative solutions to Canada’s industrial and
societal challenges.
Through Elevate, partner organizations can establish mutually beneficial and long‐lasting partnerships with Cana‐
da’s brightest researchers. These partnerships endure and influence the strategic planning of host organizations
with 90% of those polled planning to continue their Elevate coloration or engaging a new collaboration as a result
of their fellowship experience. In addition, 70% of host organizations indicated that they will likely increase their
overall investments in R&D due to their Elevate experiences.
The Elevate program has the potential to provide a variety of outcomes through its innovative approach to indus‐
try challenges, whether through firm growth, commercialization, or through the advancement of fundamental
projects. As evidenced in the below figure, Elevate research projects result in positive outcomes for industry.
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Figure 13: Outcomes of Elevate fellowships
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Mitacs also works across all sectors and disciplines to ensure that the Elevate program is available to all eligible
postdocs and host organizations to address the many‐variegated industrial research challenges across the coun‐
try. By collaborating with top‐ranked researchers in all disciplines at Mitacs’ partner universities, host organiza‐
tions are able to find innovative solutions for their specific R&D challenges spanning a variety of sectors. This past
fiscal year, Mitacs facilitated Elevate research projects in 27 priority sectors including Health and Related Sciences
and Technology, Advanced Manufacturing, Environmental Science and Technology, and ICT.
In addition, through Mitacs’ partnership with Genome Canada (see Accelerate, Section 2), Elevate fellows and
their partner organization also have the opportunity to access Genome Canada’s Genomic Applications Partner‐
ship Program (GAPP), to develop and apply genomics and genomic‐based technologies within innovative projects
with economic and social benefits for Canada. For 2014‐15, one Elevate project partnered with GAPP was deliv‐
ered. As this partnership continues to grow and develop, Mitacs anticipates additional Elevate project opportuni‐
ties in collaboration with GAPP, connecting industry and academia through genomics based R&D.
Bombardier is the world’s leading manufacturer of both planes and trains, and holds the number one position in regional
aircraft. To maintain this top position, Bombardier needs to ensure that their products and operations remain innovative and
meet the needs of clients. To assist in this mission, Bombardier turned to a collaboration with Mitacs‐Elevate and the Univer‐
sity of Toronto’s Centre for Maintenance Optimization and Reliability Engineering (C‐MORE). The research project focused on
the optimization of maintenance planning for a fleet of commercial aircraft, and aimed at providing effective long‐term re‐
source planning to schedule maintenance tasks over a short‐term time‐frame. Bombardier has customers around the world
and must plan pre‐defined maintenance tasks and handle unexpected repair jobs for their aircraft fleet. Given the number
and variety of tasks, limitations of the resources, and decentralized nature of the problem, Bombardier finds it difficult to
plan resources and optimally schedule maintenance tasks efficiently. Elevate fellow, Dr. Nima Safaei, worked on the problem
of providing customers with the annual scheduling of maintenance tasks in a decentralized manner, considering both re‐
sources and technical and logistical constraints while incurring minimum costs, resulting in the successful completion of pro‐
ject objectives. As a result of this collaboration, Bombardier continues to collaborate with C‐MORE, with several future pro‐
jects on the horizon. As stated by Professor Andrew K.S. Jardine, Director C‐MORE, “[Elevate is] helping Ontario become more
productive and competitive, while supporting job creation for Canadian businesses and advancing academic research oppor‐
tunities among Canadian universities.”
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Strategic Look Ahead – Objectives for 2015-16 and Beyond
Looking to 2015‐16 and beyond, Mitacs will continue to expand current programs by building on its extensive
network of industry, academia, and international partners, thus advancing its core objectives:
 Building international research collaborations and partnerships;
 Reimagining graduate and postdoctoral studies through experiential learning; and
 Acting as a platform for collaboration and skills training across the innovation spectrum.
In 2015‐16, Mitacs’ initiatives will focus on:
 Supporting business innovation and technology commercialization while training the next generation of
graduate students in advanced and applied R&D;
 Increasing the number of research managers through a targeted training program for postdocs;
 Building international research networks to attract the world’s best students to Canada and to support in‐
ternational research experiences for Canada’s top students;
 Boosting growth amongst Canada’s most dynamic SMEs by fostering high‐value global innovation supply
chains.
Mitacs will address Canada’s innovation and productivity challenges by focusing on experiential learning through
the provision of international and industrial applied research internships. With the support of Industry Canada
funding, Mitacs will further develop and support the nature and extent of Canadian research linkages with both
domestic and international partners resulting in further collaboration and knowledge transfer between Canadi‐
an and international students, researchers and organizations. Mitacs will support these efforts through building
and developing partnerships with other funding agencies and similar organizations. Mitacs has already estab‐
lished collaborative partnerships with the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and Genome
Canada and has recently signed an MOU with the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)
with the aim of facilitating collaboration on the delivery of complementary applied research programs through
the implementation of an integrated approach to R&D internships.
This collaborative approach to internship delivery will lead to increased retention of domestic and international
graduate students and postdocs in Canada by increasing awareness of educational, research, and work opportu‐
nities in Canada, creating specific job opportunities with host organizations, and enhancing the employability of
the participants. International students who come to Canada contribute to building international awareness of
opportunities in Canada through their personal and professional networks, while Canadian students who travel
abroad help to increase awareness of Canadian education and research excellence.
Mitacs’ international linkages continue to multiply, with a growing number of international partners and initia‐
tives. These partnerships lead to the retention of international graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in
Canada, as well as the internationalization of Canadian research through the deployment of Canadian students
abroad for research collaboration with international partners. Attracting global talent will ensure Canada’s place
as a hub in the network of knowledge, allowing industry, academia, and government to remain innovative and
world‐class.
Mitacs is committed to helping Canada leverage and build on its research excellence through programs that
build academic‐industry partnerships that leverage Canada’s academic strength to boost business innovation.
These programs support high quality, sustainable academic‐industry R&D collaboration geared at specific indus‐
www.mitacs.ca
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trial challenges. Projects increase industrial research spending while acting as training platforms for skills devel‐
opment. And they seed future demand for highly‐trained workers, creating an ongoing industrial R&D culture
resulting in improved productivity and competiveness of Canadian industry in the global economy.
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Appendix A: Financials for Accelerate, Globalink, and Elevate
Table 4: Industry Canada Accelerate Expenditure Summary
Expenditures

Total 2014‐15 Fore‐
cast

Total 2014‐15 Ex‐
penditures

Industry Canada
2014‐15 Forecast

Industry Canada
2014‐15 Expendi‐
tures
1355

# of Internships
1100
Direct Program Costs
Accelerate awards
$33,194,376
$42,682,362
$6,930,000
$8,602,110
Direct program management
$426,731
$376,085
$115,000
$129,928
Training
$1,650,000
$1,031,598
$
Student mobility
$80,000
$110,604
$40,000
$38,634
Research support industry in‐
$15,750,000
$22,487,500
$
$
kind (Note 1)
Business development
$3,013,559
$2,885,098
$490,000
$553,605
Administrative Costs
Scientific management
$603,942
$827,918
$100,000
$112,981
Communications/Marketing
$551,199
$613,090
$100,000
$112,981
Corporate services
$2,394,844
$2,361,220
$200,000
$225,961
Total
$57,664,651
$73,375,475
$7,975,000
$9,776,200
Note 1: We estimate industry contributes $7,500 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Accelerate Actual Total
Expenses.

Table 5: Anticipated Accelerate Funding from other Sources
Income Source

Total 2014‐15 Forecast
Total 2014‐15 Income
Industry Canada
$7,975,000
$9,776,200
IRDI‐NCE Funds
$6,870,920
$10,657,904
Federal Development Agencies
$
$252,142
IRAP
$
$317,960
Provincial Internship Funds
$10,500,000
$8,826,251
Industry
$15,452,550
$20,658,235
Industry In‐Kind (Note 1)
$15,750,000
$22,487,500
Total
$56,548,470
$72,976,192
Note 1: We estimate industry contributes $7,500 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Actual Income
In‐Kind.

Table 6: Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Grant Balance at March 31, 2014
2014/15 Industry Canada Funding
Interest Earned on Industry Canada Funding
Cancellations & Refunds
2014/15 Expenditures
Grant Balance at March 31, 2015
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$389,302
$8,975,000
$44,464
$367,434
$ (9,776,200)
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Table 7: Industry Canada Globalink Expenditure Summary
Expenditures

Total
2014‐15
Forecast #

Total
2014‐15
Actual #

Total 2014‐
15 Forecast
Total

Total 2014‐
15 Actual
Total

Total
2014‐15
Forecast
Industry
Canada

2014‐15
Actual Ex‐
penses In‐
dustry Can‐
ada

Globalink Awards
Globalink Research Internships
(Summer Cohort 2015 Commit‐
ment)
Globalink Research Awards
Globalink Partnership Awards
Total

765

749

$8,772,728

$5,247,098

165

$788,100

$787,879

5

$75,000

$32,500

919

$9,945,000

$9,635,828

$4,972,50
0

$6,067,477

Graduate Fellowships
Globalink Fellowship Awards

$2,716,667

$421,667

Globalink Fellowships Commit‐
ments
Total

$2,820,000

$470,000

60

63

$3,300,000

$5,536,667

$900,000

$891,667

Marketing and Communications

$302,500

$175,806

$102,500

$104,034

Project Management

$750,000

$611,132

$375,000

$380,612

$500,000

$755,783

$250,000

$253,742

$200,000

$343,584

$200,000

$202,993

$1,752,500

$1,886,305

$927,500

$941,381

$200,000

$108,619

$200,000

$108,619

$200,000

$108,619

$200,000

$108,619

$15,197,50
0

$17,167,41
9

$7,000,00
0

$8,009,144

Fixed Cost

Scientific Evaluation, Matching
and Administration
International Expansion
Total
Start up Cost ‐ Systems Develop‐
ment
Total
Total Expenditures before Glob‐
alink 2014 Commitments
Globalink 2014 Commitments
(note 3)
Globalink Research Internships
Globalink Research Internships
(Summer Cohort 2014 Commit‐
ment)
Total
Grand Total

$

$4,312,778

$2,971,915

$(4,448,057
)
$(135,279)

$(3,362,650)
$

$(390,735)

$7,000,00
$7,618,409
$17,032,14
0
0
Note 1: We estimate universities contribute $3,000 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Globalink
Actual Total Expenses.
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Note 2: We estimate universities contribute $20,000 per year for each Globalink Fellowship. This has been included in
Graduate Fellowship Actual Total Expenses.
Note 3: At March 31, 2014 $3,362,650 was reserved for Globalink Research Internship summer 2014 commitments. The
actual expenditures were $2,971,915.

Table 8: Industry Canada Globalink Income Summary
Income Source
Total 2014‐15 Forecast
Total 2014‐15 Actual Income ‐ Total
Industry Canada
$7,000,000
$7,618,409
Universities (note 1 & 2)
$2,400,000
$6,046,860
International Partners
$3,000,000
$1,290,093
Provincial Partners
$2,700,000
$1,178,444
Total Income with Commitments
$15,100,000
$16,133,806
Note 1: We estimate universities contribute $3,000 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Actual Income
In‐Kind.
Note 2: We estimate universities contribute $20,000 per year for each Globalink Fellowship. This has been included in
Actual Income In‐Kind.

Table 9: Industry Canada Globalink Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Grant Balance at March 31, 2014

$511,929

2014/15 Industry Canada Funding

$7,000,000

Interest Earned on Industry Canada Funding

$106,480

2014/15 Expenditures

$(7,618,409)

Grant Balance at March 31, 2015

$

Table 10: Industry Canada Elevate Expenditure Summary
Expenditures

Total 2014‐15
Forecast

Total 2014‐15
Expenditures

Industry Canada
2014‐15 Forecast

Industry Canada
2014‐15 Expendi‐
tures
98

# of Fellowships
108
100
Elevate Awards
Elevate stipend and research costs
$5,866,000
$5,883,780
$2,634,000
$2,640,000
Research support (Industry in‐
$2,550,000
$2,700,000
$
$
kind) (Note 1)
Training
$420,000
$324,594
$
$
Fixed Costs
Marketing and Communications
$143,000
$140,765
$47,000
$46,230
Program management
$277,000
$235,269
$91,000
$89,508
Scientific Evaluation
$200,000
$238,250
$66,000
$64,918
Business Development
$116,000
$139,118
$38,000
$37,377
Corporate services
$381,000
$461,980
$124,000
$121,967
Total
$9,953,000
$10,123,756
$3,000,000
$3,000,000
Note 1: We estimate industry contributes $25,000 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Elevate Actual
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Total Expenses.
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Table 11: Industry Canada Elevate Income Summary
Income Source
Total 2014‐15 Forecast
Total 2014‐15 Income
Industry Canada
$3,000,000
$3,000,000
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency
$50,000
$57,506
Industry Partners
$2,550,000
$2,682,382
Industry Partners (In‐kind) (Note 1)
$2,550,000
$2,700,000
Provincial Partners
$1,375,000
$1,434,229
Universities
$200,000
$
Other
$
$12,500
Total
$9,725,000
$9,886,617
Note 1: We estimate industry contributes $25,000 of research costs per intern. This has been included in Actual Income
In‐Kind.

Table 12: Industry Canada Elevate Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Balance of Grant per Industry Canada Reporting
Grant Balance at March 31, 2014
2014/15 Industry Canada Funding
Interest Earned on Industry Canada Funding
2014/15 Expenditures
Grant Balance at March 31, 2015
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$3,000,000
$2,914
$(3,000,000)
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Appendix B: Summary of Updates to Mitacs’ Investment Policies, Standards and
Procedures
The Mitacs Investment Policy is reviewed annually by the Board Audit and Finance Committee. There have
been no updates to this Policy during Fiscal 2014‐15.
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Appendix C: Performance Measurement Summary
Accelerate
Program Output
or Outcomes

Outputs
Approved
applications

Industrial
search
internships

re‐

Indicator

Data Source

Frequency of
Data Collec‐
tion

Target

Date
to
Achieve
Target

Organization
Responsible for
Data Collection

Data
Man‐
agement
System

Number of applications
received by the program
(cluster and regular)

Admin
Database

On‐going

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database

Regular: 888
Cluster: 108

Average time for reviewing
applications (cluster and
regular)

Admin
Database

On‐going

Annual

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database

Median regular: 22 days
Median cluster: 37 days

Participant satisfaction with
the application and review
process

Participant Exit
Survey

End of each
internship

40 days for
regular; 69
days
for
clusters
Avg. of 5.5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit
Survey

Interns: 5.9
Supervisors: 6.1
Hosts: 5.9

Participant satisfaction with
the support provided by
Mitacs through the applica‐
tion process
Number of internship units
supported

Participant Exit
Survey

End of each
internship

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit
Survey

Interns: 6.0
Supervisors: 6.5
Hosts: 6.0

Annual Report

Annual

4,800

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

1355

Number of interns, intern‐
ships and projects support‐
ed

Annual Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database
Intern‐
ship
database

Number of graduate stu‐
dents and post‐docs who
have not previously partici‐
pated in a Mitacs Acceler‐
ate internship
Number of companies
hosting internships

Annual Report

Annual

2,400

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database

511

Annual Report

Annual

1,200

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

592

Number of companies who

Annual Report

Annual

1,000

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database
Intern‐
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have not previously hosted
Mitacs‐Accelerate intern‐
ship
Number of academic su‐
pervisors participating

ship
database
Annual Report

Annual

1,400

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

Number of academic su‐
pervisors who have not
previously participated in a
Mitacs‐Accelerate intern‐
ship
Profile of interns and in‐
ternship units by academic
discipline and Canadian
versus international stu‐
dents

Annual Report

Annual

700

31‐Mar‐17

Mitacs

Annual Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Profile of host companies
and internship units by
sector and number of em‐
ployees
Percent of projects that
would have been delayed
or cancelled in the absence
of the program

Annual Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Intern‐
ship
database

Profile by sector: See internship list
SME: 317 hosts (54%)

Annual Report

Annual

60%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit
Survey

96% of supervisors indicated that in
the absence of Accelerate, the project
would have been canceled, delayed
or would not have been designed in
the first place

Receipt of annual corporate
plans
Receipt of annual reports
Immediate Outcomes
Innovative solu‐ Percent of host organiza‐
tions to private tions rating the project as
sector
needs successful in meeting their
and issues
needs
Percent
of
companies
which indicate they will use

Annual
Plan
Annual Report

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

‐

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

‐

Corporate
ports

re‐

www.mitacs.ca

Intern‐
ship
database
Intern‐
ship
database

557

Intern‐
ship
database

Profile by academic disciplines: See
internship list

224

Canadian interns: 372
Canadian internship units: 650
Foreign interns: 297
Foreign internship units: 502
Permanent resident interns: 106
Permanent resident internship units:
203

Project
port/Host
Survey

Re‐
Exit

Host Exit Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship
End of
each

70% provide a
rating of 5 or
more

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

93% of hosts indicate a rating of 5 or
more

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

On average, 91% of hosts indicate
they will use the research advances,
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the results of their intern‐
ship project

Increased capa‐
bilities
and
academia‐
industry
knowledge
transfer related
to
industrial
research, devel‐
opment
and
innovation

Improved em‐
ployability
of
the intern

intern‐
ship

Percent of internships that
led to the development of
increased knowledge

Program
port/Exit
veys

Level of involvement of the
academic supervisor in the
project

Program
Re‐
port/Exit Survey

Percent of internship pro‐
jects in which the direct
involvement of the aca‐
demic supervisor and the
university contributed to
the results
Percent of supervisors
reporting a greater under‐
standing of the industry
environment and its R&D
activities and challenges as
a result of the project
Percent of companies re‐
porting increased under‐
standing of the value of
research, value of HQP,
increased interest in R&D
and innovation, and in‐
creased capabilities for R&D
as a result of internship

Program
Re‐
port/Exit Survey

Percent of interns reporting
increases in intern skills and
experience as a result of
internship/types of skills
developed

www.mitacs.ca

Re‐
Sur‐

techniques, tools and/or knowledge
generated as a result of the intern‐
ship, to a moderate extent (4/7) or
more

End of
each
intern‐
ship
End of
each
intern‐
ship
End of
each
intern‐
ship

80%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

92% of hosts indicate the internship
led to development of increased
knowledge

Average rating
of 4 on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Supervisors indicate an average in‐
volvement in the project of 6.0

50%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

88% of hosts indicate the direct in‐
volvement of the academic supervisor
highly contributed to the results

Supervisor
Exit Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

On average, 89% of supervisors re‐
port an increased understanding of
the industry environment, its R&D
activities and/or challenges, to a
moderate extent (4/7) or more

Host Exit Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Hosts indicate they have developed
increased:
‐ understanding of the value of re‐
search (90%)
‐ understanding of the value of HQPs
(92%)
‐ interest in R&D and innovation
(92%)
‐ capabilities for R&D (95%)

Intern Exit Sur‐
vey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

90%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

92% of interns report that, to a mod‐
erate extent (4/7) or more, the in‐
ternship led to a more competitive
skillset, including:
‐ Improved knowledge of their disci‐
pline (96%)
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‐ Ability to conduct research to ad‐
dress private sector problems (95%)
‐ Critical and creative thinking (94%)
‐ Expertise and/or know‐how relevant
to the private sector (94%)
‐ Competence in research develop‐
ment and design (92%)
‐ Communication skills (91%)
‐ Analytical techniques and experi‐
mental methods (90%)
‐ Technical skills (90%)
Percent of hosts reporting
increases in intern skills and
experience as a result of
internship/types of skills
developed

Intermediate Outcomes
Further collab‐
Percent of host companies
oration and
reporting increased interest
knowledge
in further collaboration as a
transfer be‐
result of the internship
tween academ‐
ia and industry

www.mitacs.ca

Host Exit Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

90%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

93% of hosts report that, to a moder‐
ate extent (4/7) or more, the intern‐
ship led to a more competitive skillset
for the intern, including:
‐ Improved knowledge of their disci‐
pline (96%)
‐ Ability to conduct research to ad‐
dress private sector problems (94%)
‐ Critical and creative thinking (94%)
‐ Expertise and/or know‐how relevant
to the private sector (93%)
‐ Competence in research develop‐
ment and design (92%)
‐ Communication skills (92%)
‐ Analytical techniques and experi‐
mental methods (92%)
‐ Technical skills (92%)

Host Exit Sur‐
vey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

Average rating
of 5 on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Hosts report an increased interest in
further collaboration with the aca‐
demic sector of 6.1
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Increased pri‐
vate sector
investment in
research and
development

Increased re‐
tention of do‐
mestic and
international
graduate stu‐
dents in Canada
after complet‐
ing their studies

Percent of supervisors re‐
porting increased interest in
further collaboration as a
result of the internship

Host Exit Sur‐
vey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

Average rating
of 5 on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Supervisors report an increased in‐
terest in further collaboration with
the private sector of 5.3

Percent of host organiza‐
tions reporting an impact on
future R&D expenditures

Host Exit Sur‐
vey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

Average rating
of 5 on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Hosts indicate an average impact on
future R&D activities and investments
of 4.6.
83% of hosts indicate they are likely
to increase their R&D expenditures
related to research personnel,
knowledge generation, capital assets
and/or application costs.

Percent of companies who
expect to launch new R&D
projects based on the re‐
sults of the intern‐
ship/relationship of the
project to the internship
project/level of investment
in subsequent projects

Host Exit Sur‐
vey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

Average rating
of 5 on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Hosts indicate an average intent of
further developing the research from
the internship or launching new R&D
projects of 5.2

Percent of interns who
report the internship im‐
proved their career pro‐
spects

Intern Exit
Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

98% of interns report that their ca‐
reer prospects have improved as a
result of their internship

Percent of interns reporting
increased interest in pursu‐
ing a career in R&D

Intern Exit
Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

88% of interns report an increased
interest in pursuing a career in R&D
as a result of their internship, to a
moderate extent (4/7) or more

Percent of graduate student
and postdoctoral fellows
reporting increased interest
in pursuing a career in the
private sector

Intern Exit
Survey

End of
each
intern‐
ship

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

91% of interns report an increased
interest in pursuing a career in the
private sector as a result of their
internship, to a moderate extent (4/7)
or more

www.mitacs.ca
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Number of former interns
hired since the completion
of the project for new and
for existing positions with
the host organization

Intern Exit
Survey

Percent of national and
international interns report‐
ing that the internship re‐
duced the likelihood that
they will leave Canada post‐
graduation

Intern Exit
Survey

www.mitacs.ca

End of
each
intern‐
ship

20%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit survey results: 42% of interns
intend to seek employment with their
host organization

Exit Survey

Longitudinal industry survey results:
30% of host organizations have hired
one or several interns (25% into new
positions; 10% into existing positions)
End of
each
intern‐
ship

20%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit survey results: 95% of interns
report that they are more likely to
stay in Canada post‐graduation as a
result of their internship

Exit Survey

Longitudinal intern survey results:
67% of national and 81% of interna‐
tional interns report that their intern‐
ship did increase the likelihood that
they would stay in Canada for em‐
ployment
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Globalink
Program Output or
Outcomes

Outputs
Applications

Internships,
lowships
Awards

Fel‐
and

Indicator

Data
Source

Frequency
of
Data
Collection

Target

Date to
Achieve
Target

Organization
Responsible
for
Data
Collection

Data Man‐
agement
System

Results for 2014‐2015

Number of applications
received by component

Admin
Database

On‐going

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Program
database

GRI: 4131
GRA (abroad): 313
GRA (to Canada): 101
GPA: 5
GGF: 68

Participant
satisfaction
with the application and
review process

Participant
Exit Survey

On exit

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI supervisors: 6.2
GRI students: 6.2
GRA home supervisors: 6.1
GRA host supervisors: 6.5
GRA students: 6.1

Participant
satisfaction
with the support provided
by Mitacs through the
application process

Participant
Exit Survey

On exit

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI supervisors: 6.3
GRI students: 6.5
GRA home supervisors: 6.4
GRA host supervisors: 6.4
GRA students: 6.4

Number of internships,
fellowships,
research
awards, and partnership
awards supported

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database

GRI: 749
GRA (abroad): 156
GRA (to Canada): 9
GPA: 9
GGF: 63

Number of Canadian and
international
students
supported

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Program
database

Students coming to Canada:
‐ GRI: 749
‐ GRA (to Canada): 9
‐ GGF: 63
Students going abroad:
‐ GRA (abroad): 156
‐ GPA: 5

Number of students who
had not previously partic‐

www.mitacs.ca

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database
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GRI: 749
GRA: 165
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Notes

Due to the number of
participants that have
completed the pro‐
gram at this time, exit
survey results are
currently only availa‐
ble for GRI and GRA
(abroad) initiatives
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ipated in Mitacs Globalink

www.mitacs.ca

GPA: 5
GGF: All GGF awardees are past GRI
interns

Number of international
organizations participat‐
ing (Globalink Partnership
Awards)
Number of international
organizations who have
not previously participat‐
ed
Number of academic
supervisors participating
from Canada and other
countries

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database

GPA: 5

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database

GPA: 5

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database

GRI Canada: 664
GRA Canada: 126
GRA international: 142
GPA Canada: 2

Number of academic
supervisors who have not
previously participated in
Mitacs Globalink

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

31‐Mar‐
17

Mitacs

Program
database

GRI Canada: 413
GRA Canada: 115
GRA international: 142
GPA Canada: 2

Profile of participants by
academic discipline, uni‐
versity, province, country
and Canadian versus
international students

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Program
database

Profile of participants by academic
discipline/university/province/country:
See participants list

Profile of international
organizations by sector
and number of employees

Annual
Report

Percent of projects that
would have been delayed
or cancelled in the ab‐
sence of the program

Annual
Report

GRI, GRA (to Canada) and GGF: all
international
GRA (abroad) Canadian: 85
GRA (abroad) foreign: 68
GRA (abroad) unknown: 3
GPA Canadian: 1
GPA foreign: 4
Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Program
database

Profile by sector: See participants list
GPA SME: 1 (20%)

Annual

60%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Mitacs | Inspiring Innovation

GRI: 73% of projects would have been
reduced in scope, delayed, cancelled
or not even designed
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Due to the number of
participants that have
completed the pro‐
gram at this time, exit

Industry Canada Annual Report
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GRA: 77% of projects would have been
delayed, cancelled or not even de‐
signed.
Corporate
and reports

plans

Receipt of annual corpo‐
rate plans
Receipt of annual reports

Immediate Outcomes
Increased partici‐ Level of involvement of
pation of students the academic supervisors
in
international in the research projects
research and edu‐
cational opportuni‐
ties

Annual
Plan
Annual
Report
Program
Report/Exit
Survey

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

‐

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

‐

On exit

Average
rating of 4
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI supervisors indicate an average
involvement of 6.2
GRA home supervisors indicate an
average involvement of 5.4
GRA host supervisors indicate an aver‐
age involvement of 6.3

Percent of international
participants who received
a fellowship to return to
Canada to pursue gradu‐
ate studies
Contribution of the stu‐
dent to the research pro‐
ject

Program
Report

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

10.9%

Exit Survey

On exit

Average
rating of 4
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI Supervisors indicate an average
student’s contribution of 5.5
GRA home supervisors indicate an
average student’s contribution of 6.5
GRA host supervisors indicate an aver‐
age student’s contribution of 6.4

Types of international
research and educational
opportunities in which
students participated

Program
Report

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI students:
‐ Industry events
‐ Professional Skills Workshop
‐ Professional Skills Webinars
GRA students:
‐ Networking opportunities abroad
‐ Scientific events, meetings and/or
conferences abroad

www.mitacs.ca
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survey results are
currently only availa‐
ble for GRI and GRA
(abroad) initiatives

Due to the number of
participants that have
completed the pro‐
gram at this time, exit
survey results are
currently only availa‐
ble for GRI and GRA
(abroad) initiatives
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Enhanced
skills
amongst participat‐
ing students and
researchers

Percent of students re‐
porting
increases
in
knowledge, skills and
experience as a result of
participating in Globalink

Student
Exit Survey

On exit

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI students report an increase in
knowledge of their discipline (6.2),
skills (5.9) and research experience
(6.4)
GRA students report an increase in
knowledge of their discipline (5.8) and
skills (5.6)

Percent of academic su‐
pervisors reporting in‐
creases
in
student
knowledge, skills and
experience as a result of
participating

Supervisor
Exit Survey

On exit

90%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRI supervisors report, to a moderate
extent (4/7) or more, an increase in
student knowledge of their discipline
(98%), skills (92%) and research expe‐
rience (100%)
GRA home supervisors report, to a
moderate extent (4/7) or more, an
increase in student knowledge of their
discipline (97%), and skills (94%)

Intermediate Outcomes
Increased involve‐ Number of students and
ment of Canadian international hosts report‐
students,
re‐ ing participating in formal
searchers
and networking opportunities,
organizations
in events and visits
international
re‐
search networks
Percent of students re‐
porting that the research
projects increased their
interest and involvement
in research collaborations
and networks

Percent of Canadian and
international
academic
supervisors
reporting
increased interest and

www.mitacs.ca

Participant
Exit Survey

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

83% of GRI students attended at least
1 industry event

Only relevant to GRI
students

98% of GRI students attended at least
1 training activity (workshop and/or
webinar)
Student
Exit Survey

On exit

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

98% of GRI students report an in‐
creased interest and involvement in
research collaborations and networks,
to a moderate extent (4/7) or more
100% of GRA students report an in‐
creased interest and involvement in
research collaborations and networks,
to a moderate extent (4/7) or more

Supervisor
Exit Survey

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Mitacs | Inspiring Innovation

68% of GRI supervisors report an in‐
creased interest and involvement in
research collaborations and networks,
to a moderate extent (4/7) or more
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Due to the number of
participants that have
completed the pro‐
gram at this time, exit
survey results are
currently only availa‐
ble for GRI and GRA
(abroad) initiatives
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involvement in interna‐
tional research networks

97% of GRA home supervisors report
an increased interest and involvement
in research collaborations and net‐
works, to a moderate extent (4/7) or
more
100% of GRA host supervisors report
an increased interest and involvement
in research collaborations and net‐
works, to a moderate extent (4/7) or
more

Improved employ‐
ability of the fellow
in Canada

Percent of international
academic
supervisors
reporting
increased
awareness of Canadian
education and research
interest in further collabo‐
ration as a result of Glob‐
alink
Percent of students and
researchers who report
that participating in Glob‐
alink improved their ca‐
reer prospects

Percent of fellows report‐
ing increased interest in
pursuing a career in R&D

Supervisor
Exit Survey

On exit

Average
rating of 5
on a scale
of 1 to 7

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

GRA host supervisors report an in‐
creased awareness of Canadian educa‐
tion system (96%) and awareness of
Canadian
research
opportunities
(100%), to a moderate extent (4/7) or
more

Only relevant to GRA
supervisors

Exit Survey

End of each

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

99% of GRI students report that partic‐
ipating in Globalink improved their
career prospects

Due to the number of
participants that have
completed the pro‐
gram at this time, exit
survey results are
currently only availa‐
ble for GRI and GRA
(abroad) initiatives

97% of GRA students report that par‐
ticipating in Globalink improved their
career prospects
Exit Survey

End of each

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

96% of GRI students report an in‐
creased interest in pursuing a career in
R&D
93% of GRA students report an in‐
creased interest in pursuing a career in
R&D

Increased retention
of domestic and
international grad‐
uate students in
Canada

www.mitacs.ca

Percent of national and
international
students
reporting that participat‐
ing in Globalink increased
the likelihood that they

Student
Exit Survey

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

98% of GRI students report an in‐
creased likelihood that they will pur‐
sue graduate studies in Canada
96% of GRA students report an in‐

Mitacs | Inspiring Innovation
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will pursue further studies
in Canada
Percent of national and
international
students
reporting that participat‐
ing in Globalink increased
the likelihood that they
will work in Canada after
completion of their stud‐
ies

www.mitacs.ca

creased likelihood that they will pur‐
sue graduate studies in Canada
Student
Exit Survey

On exit

‐‐

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

95% of GRI students report an in‐
creased likelihood that they will work
in Canada after completion of their
studies
85% of GRA students report an in‐
creased likelihood that they will work
in Canada after completion of their
studies

Mitacs | Inspiring Innovation
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Elevate
Program
Output or
Outcomes
Outputs

Data Source

Frequency of
Data Collection

Target

Date to
Achieve
Target

Organization Responsible for Data
Collection

Data Management
System

Number of applications
received by the program

Admin
Database

On‐going

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Participant satisfaction
with the application and
review process

Participant
Exit Survey

End of each
fellowship

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale of
1 to 7

Indicator

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Applications

Industrial
research
fellowships

Participant satisfaction
with the support provided
by Mitacs through the
application process

Participant
Exit Survey

Number of fellows, fellow‐
ships and projects sup‐
ported

Annual
Report

www.mitacs.ca

End of each
fellowship

Annual

Avg. of 5.5
on a scale of
1 to 7

‐‐

Annual

‐‐

Results for 2014-15

121
Fellows: 3.6/5
Supervisors: 4.0/5
Hosts: 3.7/5

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Fellows (3.9/5), supervisors
(4.4/5) and hosts (3.9/5) are
satisfied with their overall fel‐
lowship experience

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Fellows: 98
Fellowships: 98
Projects: 98

Mitacs | Inspiring Innovation
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Notes

The scale currently
used is 1‐5, has re‐
cently been modified
to 1‐7.
We do not currently
collect the requested
information in the
proposed format. A
new question has
recently been added
to our exit surveys.
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Number of post‐docs who
have not previously partic‐
ipated in a Mitacs Elevate
fellowship
Number of organizations
hosting fellowships
Number of organizations
who have not previously
hosted Mitacs‐Elevate
fellowship
Number of academic su‐
pervisors participating
Number of academic su‐
pervisors who have not
previously participated in
a Mitacs‐Elevate fellow‐
ship
Profile of fellowships by
academic discipline, uni‐
versity, province and
Canadian versus interna‐
tional students

Profile of host organiza‐
tions and fellowships by
sector and number of
employees

98
Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

March 31,
2017

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

March 31,
2017

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

96
96

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

March 31,
2017

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

March 31,
2017

95
95

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

March 31,
2017

Mitacs

Fellowship
database
Profile by academic disci‐
pline/university/province: See
fellowship list

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

Canadian fellows: 38
Foreign fellows: 35
Permanent resident fellows: 25
Profile by sector: See fellowship
list

Annual
Report

Annual

‐‐

‐‐

Mitacs

Fellowship
database

SME: data unavailable for this
year
‐

Percent of projects that
would have been delayed
or cancelled in the ab‐
sence of the program
Corporate
plans and
reports

Receipt of annual corpo‐
rate plans
Receipt of annual reports

Annual
Report

Annual
Plan
Annual
Report

Annual

60%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

Annual

1 / year

Annual

IC

‐‐

Immediate Outcomes

www.mitacs.ca
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‐
‐

Data on number of
employees will be
made available next
year

We do not currently
collect the requested
information. A new
question has recently
been added to our
exit surveys.
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Level of involvement of
the academic supervisor in
the project

Increase
collabora‐
tion and
knowledge
transfer
between
academia
and industry

Innovative
solutions to
industry
needs and
issues

Percent of fellowship
projects in which the di‐
rect involvement of the
academic supervisor and
the university contributed
to the results
Percent of organizations
reporting increased under‐
standing of the value of
research, value of HQP,
increased interest in R&D
and innovation, and in‐
creased capabilities for
R&D as a result of the
fellowship
Percent of supervisors
reporting a greater under‐
standing of the industry
environment and its R&D
activities and challenges as
a result of the project
Percent of host organiza‐
tions rating the project as
successful in meeting their
needs

Program
Report/Exit
Survey

Average
rating of 4
on a scale of
1 to 7

‐
Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey
‐

Program
Report/Exit
Survey

Host Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

End of each
fellowship

50%

‐‐

Supervisor
Exit Survey

End of each
fellowship

‐‐

Project
Report/Host
Exit Survey

End of each
fellowship

70% provide
a rating of 5
or more

Percent of organizations
which indicate they will
use the results of their
fellowship

Host Exit
Survey

Percent of fellowships that
led to the development of
increased knowledge

Program
Report/Exit
Surveys

www.mitacs.ca

End of each
fellowship

End of each
fellowship

End of each
fellowship

70%

80%

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

We do not currently
collect the requested
information. New
questions have re‐
cently been added to
our exit surveys.

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey
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80% of hosts indicate it is possi‐
ble this fellowship experience
will increase the likelihood their
organization will increase future
R&D

We do not currently
collect the requested
information in the
proposed format.
New questions have
recently been added
to our exit surveys

89% of supervisors have iden‐
fied new avenues for their fu‐
ture research as a result of the
project

80% of hosts indicate the col‐
laboration benefitted their
organization
80% of hosts indicate they will
use the research advances,
techniques or tools developed
during the fellowship
93% of supervisors report that
the project led to a significant
headway made on the research
problem

We do not currently
collect the requested
information in the
proposed format.
New questions have
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Percent of organizations
reporting increased under‐
standing of the value of
research, value of HQP,
increased interest in R&D
and innovation, and in‐
creased capabilities for
R&D as a result of fellow‐
ship
Percent of fellows report‐
ing increased skills and
experience as a result of
Enhanced
fellowship/types of skills
skills
developed
amongst
participating Percent of hosts reporting
postdoctoral increases in fellow skills
fellows
and experience as a result
of fellowship/types of
skills developed
Intermediate Outcomes
Percent of host organiza‐
tions reporting increased
interest in further collabo‐
Increased
ration as a result of the
nature and
fellowship
extent of
Percent of supervisors
research
reporting increased inter‐
linkages
est in further collaboration
as a result of the fellow‐
ship
Increased
industry
investment
in research,
develop‐
ment and
innovation

Percent of host organiza‐
tions reporting an impact
on future R&D expendi‐
tures

www.mitacs.ca

Host Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

Fellow Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

Host Exit
Survey

Host Exit
Survey

Supervisor
Exit Survey

Host Exit
Survey

70%

90%

End of each
fellowship

90%

End of each
fellowship

Average
rating of 5
on a scale of
1 to 7

End of each
fellowship

Average
rating of 5
on a scale of
1 to 7

End of each
fellowship

Average
rating of 5
on a scale of
1 to 7

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

80% of hosts indicate it is possi‐
ble this fellowship experience
will increase the likelihood their
organization will increase future
R&D

94% of fellows indicate they had
developed a more competitive
skillset to offer future employ‐
ers
90% of hosts indicate the fellow
has developed their applied
research skillset over the course
of the fellowship

90% of hosts have plans to con‐
tinue this collaboration and/or
engage into a new collaboration
as a result of the fellowship
85% of supervisors have plans to
continue their collaboration
with this and/or other organiza‐
tions
70% of hosts indicate it is likely
they will increase their overall
investments in R&D in the next
12 months

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey
90% of hosts have plans to hire
the fellow and/or increase their
current research personnel
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We do not currently
collect the requested
information in the
proposed format.
New questions have
recently been added
to our exit surveys
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Improved
employabil‐
ity of the
fellow in
Canada

Percent of organizations
who expect to launch new
R&D projects based on the
results of the fellow‐
ship/relationship of the
project to the fellowship
project/level of invest‐
ment in subsequent pro‐
jects

Host Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

Percent of fellows who
report the fellowship
improved their career
prospects

Fellow Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

Percent of fellows report‐
ing increased interest in
pursuing a career in R&D

Fellow Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

Percent of fellows report‐
ing increased interest in
pursuing a career in indus‐
try

Increased
retention of
domestic
and interna‐
tional PhD
holders in
Canada

Percent of national and
international fellows re‐
porting that the fellowship
reduced the likelihood
that they will leave Canada
post‐graduation

www.mitacs.ca

Fellow Exit
Survey

Fellow Exit
Survey

End of each
fellowship

End of each
fellowship

Average
rating of 5
on a scale of
1 to 7

70%

70%

78% of hosts have plans to de‐
velop the research from the
fellowship
Annual

Annual

Annual

Mitacs

Mitacs

Mitacs

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

Exit Survey

94% of fellows indicate they
have developed a more compet‐
itive skillset to offer future em‐
ployers
96% of fellows report an in‐
creased interest in industrial‐
based research activities
94% of fellows report an in‐
creased knowledge and insight
into applied research within
Canadian industry

70%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey
96% of fellows report an in‐
creased interest in industrial‐
based research activities
76% of fellows indicate they
plan to live in Canada after
completion of their fellowship

20%

Annual

Mitacs

Exit Survey
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Appendix D: Audited Financial Statements
Mitacs engaged Hay & Watson Chartered Accountants to perform the annual financial statement audit for
the year ending March 31, 2015. Hay & Watson Chartered Accountants issued their audit opinion that the
financial statements present fairly in all material respects on July 3, 2015. Please see following for a copy of
the Independent Auditor’s Final Report.

